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                                                  Abstract 
 

         Jesus Christ  was a global figure with universal features . He was a 

prophet and messenger sent by God . There were many tests and 

examinations all over his life which contributed in forming his character .   

         Jesus Christ was one of the prophets whose impact was very serious 

concerning applying divine justice on the earth . He , therefore , forced many 

misfortunes and enemies and haters  .  

        The meaning of truth that he put forth made his enemies fight him and 

try to force 

him out his homeland in two ways : The first was by killing the person with 

familiar means in that time . However , God frustrated their plans and devil 

trials , that Divine support to safeguard his prophets and messengers was to 

complete the evidence for those who didn’t believe in God and obey his 

orders .  Consequently , that Divine support would pave the way for the state 

of Divine Justice when certainly the oppressed take right from the 

oppressive . 

         The second way was by killing the personality which meant 

overthrowing him and instigating people upon him by the Pharisees and the 

others . They fabricated biased rumors about him and his family to make 

people desert him , and then he would become without any followers and 

advocators . Consequently ,it would be easy to kill him alone . One of those 

rumors was by accusing him and his mother the Virgin Mary that he was 

illegitimate son .  The other rumor was by charging him with claiming 

divinity . That rumor would , no doubt , lead to killing him , for the Jews 

knew that the claim was not possible for the Christ and his mother Mary .  

         The truth of Jesus Christ was an object of many inquiries , starting 

from his blessing birth which disagreed with natural laws , that he was 

without father . That birth was not the first which contradicted natural laws , 

that Adam’s birth was more marvelous , for he was without parents .  



         Jesus Christ came with many marvelous miracles which were 

agreeable with medical development in his age . He recovered the patient 

and gave life to the dead by the authority of God . In addition , the Christ 

chose twelve Disciples who had good power to complete his mission for 

spreading goodness and sublime morals which the former prophets tried to 

introduce for purifying souls from sins that made man as an animal or worst 

. 

         The second dimension of  the character of Jesus Christ was the 

spiritual dimension by which he purified hearts from darkness of their bad 

deeds that were not agreeable with the morals of the prophets . The Christ 

translated divine morals into the earth . That deed resulted from struggles 

which provided him with power in his religion and complete ability to obey 

the orders of God until he came with miracles by the authority of God .  

         The Bible , the New Testament , was divine book sent down by God , 

and it was mentioned in Koran  . Some people changed its origins and 

falsified it . Then , the true text with which The Christ came was missed . 

Some Gospels , therefore , were written confusedly in letter and spirit .          

                                                                
                


